something in which one deals or trades. In the early decades of the seventeenth century this definition became more common as the term began to refer with more frequency to exchangeable goods. With the dramatic increase in domestically produced goods and foreign trade (the East India Co., for example, formed in 1600) and the existence of a full-blown money market, the circulation of commodities was becoming a preoccupation in London.2 In Drama and the Market in the Age of Shakespeare, Douglas Bruster suggests that the remarkable rise of domestically manufactured commodities and their circulation in the later sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries produced a fascination with objects and possessions, and "sponsored an interest in commodities in the literature of Renaissance London" (42). Paradoxically, however, the circulation of commodities makes the obFor a detailed discussion of the significance of Laxton's name, see Garber, 224-27. 2For a discussion of the increasing importance of commodities in early modern England, see Thirsk; for an analysis of the importance of objects and the increase in consumption to the development of capitalism, see Mukerji.
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RENAISSANCE QUARTERLY jects less significant as objects, not because of excess but because of the way commodities come to be valued. Rather than being valued for their specific qualities, they become exchangeable equivalents, as they do in Laxton's plan. 3 This insight is not unfamiliar. Crucial to Marx's theory of capitalism is his analysis of both the commodity form and exchange value as inherent to the process by which capital is accumulated. According to Marx, prior to a system of exchange, an object has use value insofar as its properties can satisfy human wants. Once that object is exchanged, that is, enters into a system governed by exchange, its value (i.e., its exchange value) is determined in relation to other commodities. A quantity of one commodity becomes equated with a quantity of another commodity. Exchange value, then, results from a process of abstraction that makes equivalents of distinct entities, effectively "dematerializing" them -evacuating them of their particular properties -and, most importantly, obscuring the labor a society uses to produce them.4 Therefore, the commodity's value comes to appear autonomous, even autochthonous, as if the value is inherent in the object itself. Marx termed this misrecognition commodity fetishism.5 On the one hand, the commodity appears to have inherent value. To make the connection to the social relations of the emerging bourgeois subject of capitalism, we can say that the commodity appears individualized and autonomous. Yet, paradoxically, the process of abstraction fundamental to exchange eliminates difference among commodities -they are all created equals -and are subject to substitution. As a result of this process, not only is the object's materiality threatened with replacement by an abstract notion of value, but also the human relations of both production and exchange become mystified.6 In Marx's famous formulation, "it is nothing but the definite social relation between men themselves which assumes here, for them, the fantastic form of a relation between things" (165). 3Though I've included Bruster's observation, his analysis focuses on the objects as objects not as exchangeable equivalents. As Bruster himself acknowledges, his analysis is not primarily Marxist and does not take account of the significance of the commodity form to capitalism.
4For a discussion of capitalism as the mode of production defined by dematerialization see Stallybrass, 1996 and 1998 . In his analysis of the dematerializations of capitalism, Stallybrass, following Marx, provides a corrective to those who mistake capitalism for a system defined by its attachment to material objects and possessions.
5See "The Fetishism of The Commodity and Its Secret" in Capital, 163-77.
6According to Marx, "objects of utility become commodities only because they are the products of the labour of private individuals who work independently of each other.... Since the producers do not come into social contact until they exchange the products of their labor,
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As a result, social relations themselves become increasingly abstract, as Laxton's very approach to the gratification of his desires suggests. He acquires money by putting Mistress Gallipot off; in other words, he defers her gratification with the promise that it is forthcoming. When asked whether he is "familiarly acquainted" at the tobacco shop, Laxton boasts, "I will not deny but my credit may take up an ounce of pure smoke" (2.1.22-23). In Laxton's model for accumulation we can see the shift taking place in the meaning of the word "credit." Though the first meaning of Laxton's response is that his reputation will get him what he wants, his process of deferral resembles that of the operations of financial credit -the ability to buy something in the present because of another's confidence in one's ability and intent to pay at some future time. Rather than allow for an immediate exchange, participation in a credit-dependent exchange economy adds several degrees of mystification, mediation, and ultimately a profit for the "middleman," Laxton. In contrast to an economy guaranteed by reputations (in which signs appear to correspond directly with referents) in an economy based on money, credit, and commodity circulation, degrees of abstraction separate the object of credit from that which supposedly guarantees it, opening up the possibility for misrepresentation.7 Not surprisingly, Laxton's credit-dependent relations produce a seemingly endless proliferation of deceptions. As in exchanges based on financial credit, Laxton's transactions are no longer immediate, but deferred, and as a result, even the ultimate object of his desire is not clear. His interest is not in the object itself (i.e., Mistress Gallipot), but in a future "profit" -more money with which to purchase Moll's sexual services. The ultimate conclusion of his plan is not even the gratification of his sexual desires at Moll's hands; it ends with his establishment of a friendship with Mister Gallipot (who is also the first object in Laxton's series of deceptions). What would guarantee his "credit" becomes increasingly remote; we never find out Laxton's "true" motivations and his "worth" is never fully tested.8 the specific social characteristics of their private labours appear only within this exchange. Thus, the commodity reflects the social characteristics of labor as the objective characteristics of the products of labor themselves" (165-66). Thus, it is the conditions of production that result in commodity fetishism.
7Both Agnew and Hall discuss the crises surrounding shifting meanings of credit and credibility. Agnew's discussion is primarily concerned with the thematizing of credibility in theatrical representation (111-12). Hall explores the relationship between the crisis of identity with economic and semiotic crises and the consequent necessity of recourse to the law (41-45).
8Even when Mister Gallipot confronts Laxton, Laxton denies any wrongdoing and claims instead that he was only testing Mistress Gallipot.
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What would guarantee Laxton's "worth" is at issue even in the conclusion of his plan quoted above: "she has wit enough to rob her husband, and I ways enough to consume the money." Though his conclusion does not directly follow from the original premise, the parallel construction and the effect of the series of substitutions ("ways" for "wit," "consume" for "rob," and "money" for "husband") replace the cause-and-effect logic missing from his strategic plan. As a result, the conclusion appears earned, and the combination natural. Yet, in his zeugmatic construction, Laxton's appropriation of Mistress Gallipot's verb, "has," (a verb that indicates possession) mirrors the theft of her money. In this satiric representation of Laxton's pursuit of his desires, even his self-justifying discourse depends on Mistress Gallipot grammatically. While Laxton's tone of self-assuredness suggests that he enacts a fantasy of masculine autonomy, he spells out his dependent relation on others. Even his desire is derivative, dependent on keeping in fashion with other gallants.
In this fantasy, Laxton's autonomy and masculinity are not just linked, but mutually constitutive. Laxton will compensate for his being without land and sexual potency by attempting to acquire both money and women (equated in Laxton's plan as those things that can be robbed from the husband) through seduction and conquest. In this exchange, the woman (Mistress Gallipot) is transformed from a specific object of desire to another commodity that can be exchanged in the pursuit of profit, that is, more money to consume. Money as profit replaces the possession of women and things as his object of desire. Furthermore, money replaces both affective investment and interdependency and becomes constitutive of his autonomy. Masculinity, thus, comes to depend simultaneously on the exchange of women and on a disavowal of dependent relations. This disavowal finds its ultimate expression in Laxton's friendship with Mister Gallipot -a friendship based on a claim to equality and thus a denial of the gallant's dependence on merchants for the satisfaction of his desires in the form of tobacco, credit, and gold.
The link between man and money gets reinforced in the next exchange of which Laxton imagines himself the agent. The seemingly terminal item in Laxton's chain of substitutions is Moll. After seeing her at the tobacco shop, he decides to use the ten gold coins he receives from Mistress Gallipot as a means to seduce her: "I'll lay hard siege to her -money is that aquafortis that eats into many a maidenhead: where the walls are flesh and blood, I'll ever pierce through with a golden auger" (2.1.195-97).
In his mixed and violent metaphor, Laxton imagines that money, like the commercial form of nitric acid, aquafortis, will consume and vanquish a maidenhead. Laxton's plan and his metaphor are more about the power of money and his relationship to money, however, than they are about the object it will acquire. In this formulation, money becomes the very means for Laxton to shore himself up, the substance that will fill his lack. We might take him somewhat more literally when he says that he has "ways enough to consume the money"; for him, money is not just a medium of exchange but sustenance. Even more disturbing, money becomes simultaneously his sustenance and his own equivalent. Initially Laxton is the agent of this undertaking; he asserts, "I'll lay hard siege to her." But then that agency is transferred to his substitute -money that "eats into many a maidenhead." That agency is then reembodied in an even stronger Laxton who can "pierce" through with a "golden auger" -a prosthetic and reinforced extension of himself. In this formulation, money not only shores up Laxton, it transforms him into something of an economic cyborg in which the human and the monetary become somewhat indistinguishable.
Yet, his very metaphor undermines the guarantee that money would provide for his "integrity" as a subject by raising additional anxieties about what guarantees the value of money itself. If metaphors require difference, this one seems to collapse into itself, because the aquafortis whose function is supposed to be figurative in his formulation also has a literal meaning in relation to money; it was used to produce counterfeit coins.9 Money is not just like aquafortis, then. Through this un-metaphor, money is made to resemble its own counterfeit, a kind of metalepsis in which the (false) copy undergirds the original. Though the money appears to have a material substance that guarantees its value -the gold invoked in the final piece of Laxton's metaphor -counterfeiting undermines that guarantee and with it the potency Laxton is trying to claim here.
The difference between authentic money and counterfeit money was not the same, however, in the early modern period as it is today. Today, counterfeit money is artificial, completely fabricated; it has no value as soon as its status is discovered. In the seventeenth century, however, counterfeit coins were not merely fraudulent imitations; they were often authentic coins that had been altered or adulterated.1? What made these coins counterfeit was that the amount of gold or silver in the coin had been diminished so that it was less than it was supposed to be for the corresponding face value.
9In Chapman, Jonson, and Marston's Eastward Ho! Quicksilver's boasts of his prowess as a counterfeiter include his facility with aquafortis: "I'll take you off twelvepence from every angel, with a kind of aquafortis, and never deface any part of the image" (4.1.217-19). In 1725 an amateur chemist was tried for conducting experiments to diminish guineas using aquafortis (Gaskill, 150).
The most common form of alteration was "clipping," in which silver or gold would be cut or shaved off of the coin. Coins could also be placed together in a bag and shaken vigorously to produce metal dust, a process that was called "sweating"; or they could be "washed," a process that used acid, perhaps aquafortis, to remove some of the precious metal without altering the image on the coin. Acid could also be used to wear away the image on the coin so that it would resemble one of greater value. All of these activities were illegal; in fact, they were considered high treason, a threat to the commonwealth, and were thus technically punishable by death."
These practices were nonetheless widespread because they were easy to execute and highly profitable at a time of increasing poverty. Furthermore, they often went unpunished because it was difficult to prove that those carrying or spending the coins had deliberately altered them. The latter was the case, in part, because even legitimate coins were not standardized. Coins of the same denomination could be of different material value depending on the minting and how worn they were. The condition of coins varied so much and so many were diminished either by wear or deliberate alteration that even completely artificial coins were sometimes clipped to give them the appearance of authenticity. This variable state of the coinage provided additional opportunities for the making of profit. Those knowledgeable about coins, goldsmiths especially but also merchants, engaged in the practice of culling out the weightier coins and melting them down or selling them abroad -practices that were also illegal.'2 These latter practices produced additional anxieties about the emptying of England's coffers and exacerbated the difficulties of an already specie-scarce economy.
In May 1611, approximately the time of The Roaring Girl's first performance, James issued a proclamation that prohibited the melting down of weightier gold or silver coins or transporting them out of the country where "In actuality, attitudes towards counterfeiters were complicated and varied. On the one hand counterfeiting was considered a threat to the commonwealth and referred to as "the grand evil in coin." Since the image of the monarch guaranteed the intrinsic value of the coin some argued that dipping compromised the authenticity of the king himself. Moreover, coin was likened to the blood of the nation whose circulation was necessary to sustain life. Counterfeiting could impede healthy circulation and undermine the confidence in money necessary for it to function as a medium of exchange. On the other hand, counterfeiting responded to a shortage of coin that became particularly acute in the early part of the seventeenth century and some thought of counterfeiters as providing a necessary public service. They augmented the coinage and kept trade moving smoothly. See Gaskill, especially chapter 4; see also Challis, 1989 . '2This practice would be profitable if the face value of the coin were below the value of the metal itself.
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MARKED ANGELS their value as precious metals exceeded their face value at home.13 In his discussion of James's monetary policy, Simon Wortham argues that the king's primary concern in this proclamation was to uphold "an essentialist conception of value in which the relation between the object and the sign was held to be immanent, direct and unmediated" (348). Wortham further argues that the identity of monetary value and intrinsic worth undermined the existence of money as an independent determining system of value, and that the role of coins as money "generated a discrepancy between the circulating sign and its original, authentic worth ... The royal decree of May 1611 represented money, then, as an intrusive force sundering economic and political signs from their stably designated origins" (348, 349).14 What I want to add to Wortham's insightful analysis is that counterfeit money and real money operate similarly. Money is like counterfeiting; it is already a force that disrupts the relation between sign and referent. Counterfeiting, then, mimics and reproduces a discrepancy that money itself generates. Laxton's use of the metaphor is perhaps more appropriate than I was giving him credit for. Money is like aquafortis, and the monetary system produces anxieties similar to forms of counterfeit in which the outward appearance does not resemble the inner content.
Money, or an independent money economy, therefore, is always already dependent on a form of counterfeit. It should not be surprising then that the volatility and unpredictability of social relations resulting from shifting economic forces manifest themselves in the literature of the period in both literal and figurative forms of counterfeiting. Counterfeiting is ubiquitous in early modern comedy, and especially city comedy, both in its economic form and in its social form -impersonation or deception. That the term "counterfeit" contains both of these resonances (to practice deceit, or even to assume the character of another person, and to create that which is illegitimate, especially for financial gain) suggests that counterfeits would mark connections between crises of identity and social relations, on the one hand, and more explicitly economic crises, on the other. Counterfeiting dominates The Roaring Girl. Literal and figurative forms of counterfeiting appear in 13In November of the same year James issued a proclamation both raising the price of gold in order to prevent it from being exported abroad where its value was higher and giving subjects license to refuse payment in gold coins that were clipped or lightened in any other way (Larkin and Hughes, 262-63, 272-76).
'4Wortham demonstrates that James's concern was primarily with minting gold and keeping gold in the country. Because gold was of high value and there was a shortage of silver to make change in everyday transactions, James's concern with gold suggests that his primary concern was not with the efficient circulation of money. Instead, "the monarch's preservation of the integrity of English gold coins provided a way to disavow the agency of money" (348). this play not so much as ways to accumulate money, but as means to other ends -ends that at times are not discernible through all of the layers of pretense. This displacement suggests that "counterfeiting" registers anxieties that are not primarily about the making of profit, but instead address the larger systemic effects of shifting social and economic relations. Counterfeiting, I want to argue, becomes a figure for crises resulting generally from increasingly abstract social relations and, more specifically, from the increasingly unstable relation between "value" and what guarantees it.
These anxieties, or cultural fantasies, become embodied and focalized in Moll.15 Thus, she is imagined to function in contradictory ways: for example, while Laxton imagines that purchasing Moll will shore up his masculinity and autonomy, Sir Alexander, falling right into the trap Sebastian sets for him, worries that Moll's notoriety will destroy his family's reputation. This contradiction is inherent to counterfeiting itself. To counterfeit usually means to imitate or to copy; yet etymologically, "to counterfeit," means to make in opposition or contrast. Counterfeits inevitably then raise the question of how something that imitates also works against what it imitates. Inherent to counterfeiting then is a pull in opposing directions. In the discussion that follows, I will argue that Moll, who serves both as a reminder of the loss of legible and reliable material guarantees and as a compensatory fiction for it, embodies this tension.
II
The play foregrounds Moll's significance even before she appears on the stage. The prologue, for example, suggests that a play about Moll Cutpurse has been long anticipated. To build up that anticipation the play defers her appearance until the second act, while in the meantime providing several evocative descriptions of the threat she poses: Moll is imagined to be a thief, a whore, and a smoker. While most of the characters in the play (the father/ son pair, the bride-to-be, the gallants, the citizens and their wives) are conventional types within the genre of city comedy, Moll seems to stand out; accordingly, she has been described as unconventional and lifelike. One of 151 use the term "cultural fantasy" here rather than ideology precisely to emphasize the contradictory and dialectical tensions of phantasmatic investments. While distancing my theoretical model, in part, from the connotations that have gathered around models of ideology -that ideology has a coherent political agenda and that it masks the real state of social relations or conceals the truth -I am building on Althusser's definition, "a representation of the imaginary relations of those individuals to the real relations in which they live" (165). A model of "cultural fantasy" also highlights the ways that the phantasmatic and material conditions of existence are mutually constitutive. For theorizations of fantasy see, LaPlanche and Pontalis; Burgin; and Zizek, 1989 Zizek, , 1997 
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MARKED ANGELS the gallants says he has never known "so much flesh and so much nimbleness put together" (2.1.205), and many critics have followed him in their assessments. This trend goes as far back as T.S. Eliot who said, "we read with toil through a mass of cheap, conventional intrigue, and suddenly realize that we are, and have been for some time without knowing it, observing a real and unique human being" (85).16 In his introduction to the play, Mulholland says she gives "the impression of having a full existence outside the immediate dramatic context" (24). This effect results, in part, from Moll's dependence on, and allusion to, the contemporary historical figure of the same name whose appearance on stage is promised in the play's epilogue and who does exist outside the immediate dramatic context. Mary Frith, known as Moll Cutpurse, was a notorious figure whose most distinguishing feature was her cross-dressing; she was also accused of indecent behavior and exposure, of associating herself with cut purses, "of carrying her selfe lyke a bawde," and of resorting "to alehowses Tavernes Tobacco shops and also to play howses."17 The play takes this contemporary figure and imports her currency, the intrigue surrounding her. Because so much has been loaded into the fictional Moll -the energy and instability of contemporary London with its new fashions, circulating commodities, and fascination with a new form of criminal underworld -she appears to be larger than life and therefore "real," unnaturally natural.
Paradoxically, though Moll appears more "real," she actually functions within the play as a site of projection that embodies and intensifies cultural fantasies and contradictions. These contradictions have provided much fuel for a critical debate over whether she supports or subverts the play's social or 16After dismissing the play as conventional, Leggatt says that "Moll herself springs to life, and lingers in the memory" (110). More recently, Kermode complicates these readings, arguing that Moll exists on two levels: "as both a representative of a type of Londoner, almost machine-like in her public social quest, but also as the antithesis of that: as an individual, a unique and private subject; she is dynamic and powerful, but with human fallibilities that must not (and cannot) be brushed aside (440). While I agree that the representation of Moll is contradictory, I will argue below against readings that take Moll's individuality at face value.
'7"Officium Domini contra Mariam ffrithe," 262-63. In the "autobiographical" The Life and Death of Mistress. Mary Frith, Moll does not admit to being a thief or a whore, though she mediates both activities. She is an accessory to prostitution and a kind of early modern fence of stolen goods; thieves bring stolen goods to her and those who have had goods stolen go to her to retrieve them. Though her cross-dressing is foregrounded in these accounts and in the play, these "offenses" are intricately related. The gender inversion is a sign of Moll's potential to disrupt the proper course of sexual and economic energies. 
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A creature,' saith he, 'nature hath brought forth To mock the sex of woman.' It is a thing One knows not how to name: her birth began Ere she was all made. 'Tis woman more than man, Man more than woman, and -which to none can hap The sun gives her two shadows to one shape; Nay, more, let this strange thing walk, stand, or sit, No blazing star draws more eyes after it.
( Moll is not only the object of Sir Alexander's fantasy, but also a consumer being fitted for a new fashion; that fashion, in turn, necessitates a different pattern. When Moll queries the tailor's need to measure her, he replies, "you change the fashion." His comment points to the excessiveness of changing fashion, to the constant substitution of one commodity for another in a never-ending attempt to produce something or someone of real and enduring substance. The irony here is that the very substitutability is what effectively dematerializes the object of its specific content. Moll's interest in a fashion that requires ever more material -"a yard more" of clothreinforces that irony. In his discussion of the proliferation of fashion in the Renaissance, Richard Halpern emphasizes that while the excess of choices provided by the fashion system appears to produce genuinely original subjects, it nonetheless depends on and produces, in Dekker's satiric words, "apishness" and nothing "but counterfetting or imitation."24 On the one hand, this fitting invokes the acquisition of material, even excess material, that would serve as an expression of unique, individual identity, what Moll seems to accumulate throughout the play. At the same time, the proliferation of changing fashion invokes imitation and counterfeiting and points to the unreliability of this "rematerialization" to effectively resurrect a material guarantee. The "put[ting] in" of more material only serves to register the very absence for which it attempts to compensate. Moll's fitting for the Dutch slop thus functions like her body's two trinkets: as a reminder of the absence of any reliable guarantee that it also supplies. Rather than provide stability, this representation of the body's measurability demonstrates how the nexus of cultural concerns (about gender, sexuality, and changing economic relations) becomes manifest in a necessarily unstable body. 
This body, however, is not just any unstable body, but the one that comes to signify, at least in critical discussions of the play, the unconventional individual. Through this resignification Moll does not serve only as a threat or manifestation of the possibilities afforded by the market. She also serves to assuage the loss of material guarantees inherent to that threat. Perhaps it is not just that this nexus of cultural concerns get manifested in the unconventional individual, but that this nexus of pressures constitutes the "individual."
The play produces Moll as an "individual" whose seeming embodiedness belies the series of substitutions through which that very individuality is produced. As rematerialization, then, Moll's characterization is not primarily nostalgic even though it is still compensatory. In other words, the play offers not a straightforward resurrection of that which is lost, but the compensatory fiction of something that claims to be new even though it is the product of transmutation and adulteration. Moll thus serves as a site of disavowal that both registers and denies the loss of material guarantees. The individual is not just the necessary counterpart to capitalism; nor is it simply a mystification. It is a compensatory mystification. Sir Alexander's attempts to entrap Moll in order to prevent her from marrying his son and contaminating his household proceed from this fantasy of her as a consumer and, moreover, depend on the link between consumption and the constitution of the individual. In order to entrap Moll within the law, Sir Alexander will "cast out a line hung full of silver hooks," to tempt her and then "find law to hang her up" (1.2. 218, 233). In the plan Sir Alexander discusses with Trapdoor, he imagines that the precious objects he offers Moll will appeal to her consumer sensibility: 26An "angel" was a gold coin with the figure of the archangel Michael stamped on it. If a coin were "cracked" beyond the ring -the inmost round which circumscribed the inscrip-and the economy, in this scene he tries to offer her "currency" significant for its lack of legal guarantee -coins marked by their very illegitimacy. Like Laxton, he attempts to purchase and prostitute Moll with a form of counterfeit to satisfy his own desires. It is not only the case, however, that he attempts to entrap her with counterfeit; he also attempts to use her against herself, that is, as a counterfeit ("to make in opposition or contrast"). By making her own "policy" the very means for entrapping her, Sir Alexander attempts to transform her agency into a restriction that would restore the social order, provide a house without shame and a heart without grief and thus make himself whole again.
Throughout the play, and particularly in Sir Alexander's imagination, Moll and the counterfeit coin are collapsed into each other. Prostitutes were often referred to ironically and punningly as "angels" -what they would receive in payment for their services -what Sir Alexander uses to entrap Moll here.27 Furthermore, to entrap her through her own policy is like inviting her to accept that she is what is offered to her; to entrap her is to ask her to identify with the content of that offer -in this case, a counterfeit coin. Ironically, Sir Alexander's attempt to entrap Moll by giving her counterfeit coins is an attempt to mark her and to make her legible, to show that Moll is really a moll and thus to ensure that a stable relation exists between sign and referent. Sir Alexander, then, labors, as James himself did, to produce the conditions under which referentiality and thus the social order would be stable and under which the very reasons for producing counterfeit coins would cease to exist -the power of an authority figure to "compel outward signs to reflect inner truth."28 In other words, he tries to produce a comedy (or at least write its "induction"), ironically, by circulating a counterfeit coin.
Sir Alexander, however, is not permitted to write the plot's resolution. In the play's final scene, Sir Alexander's fantasies (both the reassuring one of a stable social order, in which signs are fixed to referents, and the horrifying one, in which outward signs do not reflect inner content) are staged for him. Three consecutive wedding tableaux literally make his fantasies visible. In the genre of comedy, especially those whose plots rely on cross-dressing, the tion -it was no longer considered current and could be refused. In Middleton's Your FiveGallants, uncurrent money is analogized to the woman who has lost her maidenhead: "here's Mistresse Rose-noble has lost her maiden-head, crack't in the Ring, shees good enough for gaimester, and to passe from man to man: for gold presents at Dice your harlot, in one houre wone and lost thrice, every man has a fling at her" (1026-30). The rose-noble was a gold coin stamped with the figure of a rose. 27Fischer, 41. shiny, as yet, uncirculated coin; rather than undermine the relation between sign and referent, she appears to stabilize it. With Mary's appearance and the consequential passing of Sir Alexander's lands, the marriage plot is concluded. Sir Alexander's hyperbolic relief and the series of parodies of the comedic convention preceding Mary's appearance, however, undermine the force of this resolution and demonstrate its inadequacy as a convention to resolve the play's conflicts. But the problem is not simply that the conventional marriage ending does not resolve the generational issues the play raises; marriage is represented as an inadequate resolution throughout early modern comedy. The issue here is that the marriage plot itself is not the issue. As a result, the play turns its attention back to Moll who reinforces this point by claiming that she will never marry until a number of conditions are met: when gallants do not fear Referentiality itself, that is, pointing outside the immediate dramatic context, serves to compensate for the very loss of material guarantees that the play itself foregrounds. Like the individual, this enhanced realism attempts to compensate for the gaps between signs and referents inherent to the play's counterfeit economies. These conventions, however, enact a kind of disavowal, registering the very absences they seek to deny. This contradiction brings us back to the logic of commodity fetishism. We see and invest in the circulation of these commodities and the transactions that occur at the merchants' shops so that it appears that social relations are concrete and materially grounded, but they are dependent, instead, on substitution and deception. On the one hand, the play promises gratification -it will represent reality -but it does so only to show that the promise is elusive.
The play takes its dependence on referentiality one step further by end- 
